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“Tell me where he’s from,” Jasper instructed the receptionist without hesitation.

The receptionist did not dare to offend him and immediately handed him the information that Andrius had just registered, afraid

that hesitation would lead to trouble.

Jasper glanced at it and tossed it back onto the counter, the disdain on his face growing more obvious. He strode back to

Andrius.

“Kid, what audacity does a mere soldier like you have to act arrogantly in front of me? Why are you playing with your life with just

your meager earnings each month?”

Jasper continued with an air of superiority, “Listen up. My name is Jasper Conway. I’m the eldest son of the Conways in Jurith!

You’d better get out of my sight while I haven’t lost my temper yet. Otherwise, I don’t mind finding someone to break your legs

and leave you in Jurith forever!”

Jasper was undoubtedly Justin’s brother. Their way of speaking was the same.

Andrius rolled his eyes.

“Kid, are you pretending to be deaf?” Jasper instantly became angry when he saw Andrius sitting there indifferently. His

expression darkened.

Whirr-

Just as he was about to take action, a deafening sound suddenly came from the sky.

Everyone, including Jasper, instinctively looked up. It turned out to be a helicopter approaching.

“Hiss-

Everyone present could not help but gasp.

The area surrounding Argos was fortified with more than half of Florence’s heavy artillery and a great number of conventional

weapons. It was a well–known military base.

Jurith was within the radiation range and designated a strict no-

and designated a strict no–fly zone. This helicopter’s

brazen arrival here indicated the owner’s formidable strength and status. They were not

someone to be trifled with casually.

“I wonder what big shot is visiting.”

“Their status must be extraordinary if they’re able to fly a belicopter here.”
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“Even the Conways would need to follow a series of procedures to fly a helicopter in Jurith. It won’t be that easy.”

“Why do I have a feeling that the helicopter is here for that young man?” someone uttered in the midst of the chatter. The ‘young

man‘ was made in reference to Andrius.

“T–there’s no way!”

“Come on. Look at him. Does he look like someone influential?”

“No, it must be an illusion…”

The others began to deny it.

Clack-

While they were discussing, the helicopter landed on the open space outside.

The cabin door opened, and a female soldier in military attire descended, wearing a

distinctive insignia on her shoulder. She was a military officer!

Although she was not as charming as Kate, her curvy figure and valiant aura gave her a very capable impression, making others

perk up when they saw her.

“Whoa…”

“What’s going on?”

“Look, she’s heading this way!”

Amidst the whispers, the female officer walked into the auction hall with a mahogany box in her hands, looking quite official. She

glanced around and quickly noticed Andrius, then walked directly toward him.
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